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Revision and update operators add new informatian to same old informatian
represented by a logical theory. Katzuno and Mendelzon show that both revision and
update operators can be characterized as accomplishing a minimal change in the old
informatian to accommodate the new one. In this paper we generalize the result of
the revision by considering weighted knowledgebases, where weights indicate the
relative importance of the informatian. Furthermore we give a modi.fied version of
weighted model-fitting based on the model-fitting introduced by Revesz.
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1. Introduction
Generally knowledgebases may be treated as some logical theory. For the sake

of simplicity we suppose that knowledgebases are represented by propositional well-
formed formulae and they are denoted by Greek letters.
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The problem is the following: given knowledgebases <p (describing the originally
stored information), and fl (the new knowledge) what should be the result of
modification of <p by fl ?

There are several theory change operators (see a review in [3]) which give
different answers to the question. In this paper we deal with the generalization of
weighted knowledgebases of the revision and the model-fitting operators
characterized in an axiomatic way by Katzuno, Mendelzon in [2],[3], and Revesz in
[4].

It turns out, that these axioms imply a special minimality property: each operator
picks up exactly those interpretations, which are minimal with respect to a previously
defined pre-order among the interpretations. This paper shows that the weighted
revision and weighted model-fitting operators can by also characterized as
accomplishing a minimal change. In this case a pre-order is defined among the
weighted interpretations.

Section 2 is on the propositional knowledgebase change operators. After a brief
overview in 2.1., in 2.;2. we give the basic notions and notations for propositional
case. Sections 2.3. and 2.4. describe the propositional revision and model-fitting
operators respectively. In section 3 we deal with the weighted knowledgebases. We
modify the original idea of weighted knowledgebase in [4] in section 3.1. The
revision operator is defined for weighted knowledgebases and a minimality theorem
is proved in 3.2. A special solution is given for the model-fitting for weighted
knowledgebases in 3.3. Finally, the Section 4 concludes with some open problems.

2. Propositional knowledgebase change operators
2.1.0verview
This section is a brief survey of the background of the propositional

knowledgebase change operators, namely the update, revision, and (symmetrical)
model-fitting. The propositional formulas <p and fl represent two knowledgebases. Let
<p be the original knowledgebase which will be modified by u. fl represents the new
information about the world initially described by <p. This modification is carried out
by a theory change operator denoted by •. The resu1ting knowledgebase <p • fl can be
defined in several ways depending on our expectations fixed in advance.

In [2], [3], and [4] the authors gave a system ofaxioms for the following
operators: update, revision, and the model-fitting respectively. These systems express
the following ideas about the particular operators.
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The update operator will be applied for <p,if the world - described correctly by <p
-changes and we have some parti al information about the new state of the world. For
the situation in which the world given by <p is static, but there is some new
information about this static world represented by Il, the revision operator should be
applied.

The aim of applying the model-fitting operator is finding the best fit models to
<p.In these cases the knowledge base Il is supposed tobe "truer" than the original
knowledgebase <p in the sen se that after performing the operation the resulting
formula <p• Il implies u,

For the completeness we should mention that the symmetrical model-fitting ,
which is an application of model-fitting, differs from the two above at this point. It
handIes the knowledgebases <pand Il in an equivalent way. In this paper we deal only
with the revision and model-fitting operators.

2. 2. Basic notions and notations
Let Lo be a propositional language. The finite set of propositional terms is T.

The sub set of T is an interpretation. The set of all interpretations is g. The well-
formed formulas (in the following briefly formulas) can be constructed in the usual
way. The models of a formula <pare denoted by C_Mod(<p) (This notation is used
because of the distinction from the weighted models, which will be denoted by
Modup). The notation comes from the words Classical Model.), If <p is a
propositional term t, the n C_Mod(t): = { I I I E g, t e I }. For the composed formula
<p,C_Mod(<p) is the following:

C_Mod(--.<p) = g \ C_Mod(<p)

C_Mod(<p V Il) = C_Mod(<p) u C_Mod(ll)

C_Mod(<p 1\ Il) = C_Mod(<p) n C_Mod(ll)
If L, 12, ... lk are interpretations, form (Il, h, ... lk) means those formulas whose

model s are exactly Il, h, ... lk. The set of all propositional formulas is denoted by F.
We say that <pimplies Il if and only ifC_Mod(<p) ~ C_Mod(Il).

In the following we will need the notion of a pre-order among the
interpretations. A pre-order ::::over g is a reflexive and transitive relation on g. It is
total, if for every pair I,J E g either I ::::J or J ::::I holds. I < J if and only if I ::::J but J
::::I does not hold. The set of minimal interpretations in a subset S ~ g with respect to
the pre-order s; is denoted by Min{S,::::} and defined as follows:

Min{S,::::}: = { I I I E S, and there does not exist J E S for which J < I }
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2.3. Propositional revision operators

Based on the AGM-postulates (see in [1] ) Katzuno and Mendelzon gave a set
ofaxioms for propositional revision operators. That is, the knowledgebase change
operator O: F x F ~ F is called arevision operator, if it satisfies the following
axioms:

(RI) <po /-1 irnplies /-1

(R2) If <p/\'/-1is satisfiable then <po /-1~ <p/\ /-1

(R3) If /-1is satisfiable, then <po /-1is also satisfiable

(R4) If <PI~ <P2and /-11~ /-12the n <PIo /-11~ <P2o /-12

(R5) (<po /-1)/\ V implies <Po (/-1/\ v)

(R6) If (rp o /-1)Avis satisfiable then <Po (/-1Av) implies (<po /-1)/\ V

In order to show a model-theoretic characterization of propositional revision
operators first we have to introduce the concept of faithful functions, which are
defined as follows:

Definition 2.1: The function f is said to be faithful if the following properties
hold: . .

(i) If M,M' E C_Mod(<p) then M < <pM'does not hold

(ii) If ME C_Mod(<p), and I ~ C_Mod(<p) then M:S;<plholds

If <P~ /-1,then f(<p) = f(/-1)
By the help of the faithfulness, the following theorem expresses the minimality

property of the revisio~ [2], [3]:

Theorem 2.1: The knowledgebase change operator o : F x F ~ F satisfies the
axioms (RI) - (R6) if and only if there is a faithful function f mapping each
knowledgebase <Pto a total pre-order s <pfor which Mod(<p0/-1)= Min {Mod(/-1),:S; <p}

As we will see in Section 3.2, this theorem holds also for weighted
knowledgebases

2.4. Propositional model-fitting operators

The model-fitting operators were originally introduced in [4]. Bere we give a
restricted set ofaxioms for model-fitting. The knowledgebase change operator Y': F
x F ~ F is a model-fitting operator if it satisfies the following axioms:
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(Ml) <pV /-1implies /-1

(M2) If <pis unsatisfiable then <pV /-1is unsatisfiab1e

(M3) If both <pand /-1are satisfiable then <pV /-1is also satisfiable

(M4) If <PIH <P2and /-11H /-12then <PIV /-11H <P2V /-12

(M5) (<pV /-1)1\ V implies <pV (/-11\ v)

(M6) If(<p V /-1)1\ v satisfiable then <pV (/-11\ v) implies (<pV /-1)1\ v

(M7) (<PIV /-1)1\ (<P2V /-1)implies (<PIv «2) V /-1
The minimality theorem holds in this case too. To declare the theorem we need

the concept of loyal functions.

Definition 2.2: The function f is said to be loyal, if

(i) 1~<pJandl~~Jthenl~<pv~J
If <p+--+ /-1,then f( <p)= f(/-1)

Theorem 2.2: The knowledgebase change operator V: F x F --7 F satisfies the
axioms (Ml) - (M7) if and only if there is a loyal function which maps each
knowledgebase <p to a total pre-order ~q> such that C_Mod(<p V /-1).= Min {
C_Mod(/-1), s, }.

In Section 3.3 ( Theorem 3.2) the "ir' direction is proved also for weighted
knowledgebases.

3. Weighted knowledgebase transformations

3.1. Basic notions and notations
In this section we modify the notion of the weighted knowledgebases introduced

in [4].
Definition 3.1:

A weighted knowledgebase is the function jp: g --7 [0,1].

A weighted interpretation is the ordered pair (I,a) E g x [0,1].

The model of a weighted knowledgebase ~ is that interpretation, for which

~(I) ~ a> 0, so the modelset of ~ is the following:

Mod(~):= { (I,a) I I E s, ~(I) ~ a> ° }.
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It follows from this definition that the weighted knowledgebase ~ IS

unsatisfiable iff ~(I) = O for all I E g. The set of interpretations for which ~(I) > O is
denoted by C_Mod(~). Clearly, I E C_Mod(~), iff(l,a) E Mod(~) for some a> O.

We say, that the weighted knowledgebase ~ implies the weighted
knowledgebase !!:, iff for all I E g ~(I) S; !!:(I). This fact is denoted by ~ ---t !!:. The
definition of equivalence follows from the foregoing: (~ ---t !!:) 1\ !!: ---t ~) = ~ +-+ !!:,
that is, the knowledgebases ~ and g, are equivalent iff ~(I) = !!:(I) for all I E g. The
set of all weighted knowledgebases is denoted by .E. We can define the disjunction,
conjuntion and negation as follows:

Definition 3.2:

<pV fl(l) = Max { <p(I),fl(I) }

<p1\ fl(I) = Min { <p(l),fl(l) }

-,<p(I) = 1 - <p(I)

In [4] the weights are positive numbers. That is why there the negation is not
defined. The disjunction of two weighted knowledgebases in [4] is defined as the
sum of the coresponding weights. In the following we deal whit the weighted
knowledgebase transformations.

3.2. Revision for ~eighted knowledgebases
In this section we define the revision operation for weighted knowledgebases.

The axioms (RI) - (R6) should be valid for weighted knowledgebases as well. But
because of the definition of the equivalence, we do not need the axiom (R4). So we
say, that the operator ~: .E x .E ---t .E is a weighted revision operator iff it satisfies the
following axioms:

(WRI) ~ ~!!: implies !!:

(WR2) If ~ 1\ !!:is satisfiable, then ~ ~!!: +-+ ~ 1\ !!:

(WR3) If!!: is satisfiable, then ~ ~!!: is satisfiable as well

(WR4) (~~!!:) 1\ Y implies ~ ~ (!!:1\ y)

(WRS) If (~~!!:) 1\ y is satisfiable then ~ ~ (!!:1\ y) implies (~~!!:) 1\ v-t
To get the similar resuIt to the theorem 2.1 we need a pre-ordering among the

weighted interpretations. Let us denote the set of the pre-orders over the set g x [0,1]
by po.
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Definition 3.3: The function f: .E --7 PO is said to be faithful if it satisfies the
following properties:

(i) The pre-order is total with respect to the first element of the pairs

(ii) If I E C_Mod(~) and J E C_Mod(~), then (I,n) < lQ(J,~)

(iii) If (I,a), (J,~) E Mod(~) then (I,a) ~ lQ(J,~) and (J,~) ~ lQ(I,u)

(iv) For all weighted knowledgebase ~ and interpretation I there exists the

constant alQ(I) E [0,1] depending on ~, for which (I, Min{ Um(l), ~ })

and alQ(I) = ~(I), whenever I E Modtjp).

Using this definition the following theorem holds:

Theorem 3.1: The operator j: .E x.E --7 .E satisfies the axiom (WRl)- (WR5) iff
there exists a faithful function f, which maps each weighted knowledgebase ~ tp· the
pre-order ~lQ'and

Mod(~ ~ g) = Min{Mod(Il), ~lQ},

Proof:
1.

Suppose that the operator ~ satisfies the axioms (WRl) - (WR5). The function f
maps the weighted knowledgebase ~ to the following relation ~lQ:

(i) (I,a) ~ lQ(J,~) iff (I,a) E C_Mod(~ ~ ((1,1) v (J, 1)), and I :t J.

(ii) (I, Min{ alQ(I), ~ }) ~ lQ(I,~), where alQ(I) = (~ ~ (1,1))(1).

We have to show that (i) the function f is faithful

(ii) Mod(~ ~ g) = Min{Mod(Il), ~lQ}.

(i)

First we prove, that the relation ~lQis a pre-order, satisfying the requirement of
totality with respect to the first elements of the pairs (the property (i) of the
faithfulness ).
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The relation is total with respect to the first element of the pairs, since by the
axioms (WRl) and (WR3) Mod(!Q~ «(1,1) v (J,I») is a nonempty subset of Mod((l,I)
v (J, 1)), so any pair of interpretations are comparable.

The relation is reflexive by the definition of the relation s ~ itself.
The transitivity occurs only in case different first elements. So the proof can be

resticted for the unweighted case, see the detailed proof e.g. in [4] page 80.

Now we prove the property (ii) of faithfulness: If lE C_M9d(!Q) and J ~ C_
Mod(!Q), then (I,a) ::;~ (J,~). Because of the axiom (WR2) C_Mod(!Q ~ ((1,1) v (J,I»)
= C_Mod(!Q 1\ «(1,1) v (J,I») = C_Mod{l, I}, hence I E C_Mod(!Q~ ((1,1) v (J, 1))) but
J can not be in C_Mod(!Q ~ «1,1) v (J,I))), that is - by the definition of::; lJ!-(l,a) <lJ!
(J,~).

The property (I,n), (J,~) E Mod(!Q) then (I,a)::; ~ (J,~) then (J,~) ::;'lJ!(I,«) will be
showed (property (iii». Applying the axiom (WR2) Mod(!Q ~ «(1,1) v (J,I» = Mod(!Q
1\ «1,1) v (J,I») = Mod({I,l} v (J,I» = {(I,a), (J,~) 11 ~ a> 0, 1 ~ ~ > O}, hence
(I,a), (J,~) E Mod(!Q • ((1,1) v (J,I», that is, (I,a)::; lJ!(J,~) es (J,~) ::;lJ!(I,u).

For the property (iv) of the faithfulness the constant ~(I) has been already given
in the definition of the relation ::;v so (I, Min{ ~(I), ~ }) ::; ~ (I,~) follows directly
from this definition. We have to prove that ~(I) = !Q(I), whenever I E Mod(!Q). It
follows from the axiom (WR2), because - as we will prove it for the point (ii) -

!Q~ g(l) = Min{ ~(I), g(l)} always holds. If I E Mod(!Q) and I E Mod(g) (which
is the case) then qi ~ g(l) =!Q 1\ g(l) = Min{!Q(I), g(l)}, hence

Min{ ~(I), g(I)} = Min{!Q(I), g(I)}.

But g(l) can be any number in [0,1], so the equality holds only in case ~(I) =
!Q(I).

(ii)

First we prove that C_Mod(!Q ~ g) = C_Min{ Modig), ::;lJ!}. We need to show
both the ~ and the;;;:>directions. If either !Qor g are unsatisfiable, then

C_Mod(!Q~g) = 0 = C_Min{ Mod(g),::;~}.
Hence assume that both are satisfiable, and prove that

C_Mod(!Q~g) ~ C_Min{ Mod(g)'::;lJ! }holds.
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Assume that lE C_Mod(!Q ~ g), and I ~ C_Min{ Mod(g), ~!l!}. Since I is not a
minimal model, according to the definition of minimal, there must be another model
(J,~) E Mod(g) such that (J'~)~!l! (I,u) and (I,n) ~ (J,~). It means, that

(I,u) ~ Mod(!Q~ ((I,u) V (J,~»).

Since both I and J are in C_Mod(g), C_Mod(g) n {I,J} = {I,J}. By axiom
(WR5) C_Mod(!Q ~ g) n {I,J} ~ C_Mod(!Q ~ (g 1\ «I,u) V (J,~») =

=C_Mod(!Q ~ ((I,u) V (J,~») = {J},

hence I can not be in C_Mod(!Q ~ g), which is a contradiction.

To prave the other direction assume that Ie C_Min{Mod(g),~q>} and Ili! CMod(!Q
~ g). By the axiom (WR3) there is a model (J,~) of!Q ~ g. (J,~) is also in Mod(g) by
the axiom (WR1). Since both I and J are in C_Mod(g), C_Mod (g) n {I,J} = {I,J}.
Applying the axioms (WR4), (WR5)

C_Mod«!Q~g) 1\ (l,u) V (J,~» ~ C_Mod(!Q~ (!LI\ «(l,u) V (J,~»»=
=C_Mod«!Q ~ «(l,u) V (J,~») and by the axions (WR1),(WR3)=~{I,J}.

C_Mod«!Q ~ «(l,u) V (J,~») ) ~ {I,J}. Since I is not in C_Mod«!Q ~ g), I
~ C_Mod«!Q~ «(l,u)v (J,~») = as well. That is, (J,~)<q>(l,u), hence I~ C_Min{Mod
g}~q>},which is a contradiction.

Furthermore we have to prave thatjp ~ g(1) = Min {~(1), g(1)}. By the axioms
(WR1) and (WR3) ° < ~(1) ~ (!Q~ (l,I)(1). Let (l,g(1) a model of the weighted
knowledgebase g. In this case g(1»O, so (!Q~ (l,I» 1\ g is satisfiable, and by the
axioms (WR4) and (WR5) «!Q~ (l,I» 1\ g)(1) = (!Q~«(l,I) 1\ g»(1).

Supposing that ~(1) ~ g(1) we get

(!Q~ (l,I» 1\ g)(1) = g(1) = !Q~ «1,1) 1\ g)(1) = !Q~ g(1).

Now suppose that g(i) > ~(1) then «!Q~ (l, 1» 1\ g)(1) = ~(1). On the other hand

!Qo «(l, 1) 1\ g)(1) = !Qo /1(1), hence !Q~ /1(1)= ~(1).

So the equality !Qo /1(1) = Min {~(1), g(1)} has been proved, which means that
the operator o determines really the minimal elements of Mod (/1).

II.

Now the faithful function f is supposed. This function assigns to the weighted
knowledgebase !Qthe pre-order ~q>and operator ~ is defined by the equality

Mod(!Q ~ g) = Min{Mod(g), ~!l!}.

We have to prave that ~ satisfies axioms (WRl) - (WR5).
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Axiom (WRl) holds, since the result is a subset of Mod(!!). We prove the axiom
(WR2) in two steps. In the first the equality C_Mod(~ /\ !!) = C_Min{Mod(!!), S!j1}
will be praved. The satisfiability of ~ /\ !! is supposed.

First we prave the ~ direction: C_Mod(~ /\ !!) ~ C_Min{Mod(!!), S!j1}. The
faithfulness of the function f ensures that if Ie C_Mod(~), then I <!j1 J for all
interpretation J, such that JVE C_Mod (~). The interpretation I is in C_Modtg)
because I E C_Mod(~ /\ !!).Hence lE Min{Mod(!!), S!j1}.

The other direction is C_Min {Mod(!!), S!j1} ~ C_Min(~ /\ g). Suppose that there
exists an interpretation I, such that I E C_Min {Mod(!!), S!j1} and I E C_Mod(~ /\ !!).
Because ~ /\ !! is satisfiable, there is amodel J in C_Mod(~ /\ !!). The faithful
function Lensures that (J,~) < (I,a) since J is in C_Mod(~) and I is not in it. Then I
can not be a minimal element of Mod(!!).

In the second step we need to show that the weights are also correct with respect
to the definitions. It is a straightforward corollary of the following identity:

Min {~(I), !!(I)} = Min{~(I), !!(I)} = (~ /\ !!)(I).
Axiom (WR3) clearly holds because of the definition of the operator~. Similarly

to the proof of the axiom (WR2), the axioms (WR4) and (WR5) will be proved in
two steps.

In the first ste p we show, that in case of the satisfiability of (~ ~ lli /\}:the
equality C_Mod«~ ~ !!) /\ }:) = C_Mod(~ ~ (!! /\ }:)) holds. (If (~ ~ !!) /\ }: is not
satisfiable, then the axiom (WR4) is trivially true.)

The first direction is C_Mod«~ ~!!)/\ }:)~ C_Mod«~ ~ lli/\}:).That is,

C_Min{Mod(!!), S!j1} (\ C_Mod(}:) ~ C_Min {Mod(!!) /\ }:), S!j1}.

Suppose that lE Min {Mod(!!),S!j1} (J C_Modiy). In this case I shoud be in

C_Min {Mod(!! /\ }:), S!j1},

since if it did not hold, then there would be an interpretation

JE C_Min {Mod(!! /\ z). S!j1} for which (J,~) < !j1(I,a). This contradicts the
supposition Le C_Min {Mod(!!), S!j1}.

The proof of the other direction: C_Mod(~ ~ (!! /\ }:))~ C_Mod«~ ~ !!) /\ }:)
means, that C_Min {Mod(!! /\ }:), S!j1} ~ C_Min {Mod(!!), S!j1} (J C_Mod(}:) holds.
Suppose that I E C_Min {Mod(!! /\ }:), S!j1} and I E C_Min {Mod(!!), S!j1} (\
C_Mod(}:).
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Since Ie C_Mod(y), I is not in C_Min {Mod(g), ::;m.}. Because of the
satisfiability of the weighted knowledgebase (!Q::.g) /\ .!::, there is an interpretation J,
for which

JE C_Min {Mod(g), ::;m.} n C_Mod(.!::), which means that JE C_Mod(g /\ .!::).
Because of 1 E C_Min {Mod(g /\ .!::), ::;m.} the express ion (1,a) ::;lQ(J,~) holds. Since JE
C_Min {Mod(g), ::;lQ}, (J,~) ::;lQ(1,a). Therefore 1 is C_Min {Mod(g), ::;lQ}.

In the second step we show, that the corresponding weights are also correct. If
the weighted knowledgebase (!Q::.g) /\ .!:: is not satisfiable, then the axiom (WR4)
holds, since for all interpretation 1the weight is zero, therefore

((!Q::'g) /\ .!::)(I)::;!Q::..,(g /\ g)(I)

is true.

When (!Q::'g) /\.!:: is satisfiable, then the axioms (WR4) and (WR5) mean that

((!Q::'g) /\ .!::)(I)= !Q::'(g /\ .!::)(I).

It is obvious, because ((!Q::.g) /\ .!::)(I) = Min {alQ (I), g(I), .!::(1)} = (!Q::.(g /\ .!::)(I).

3.3. Weighted model-fitting

Similar to the classical knowledgebases in chapter 1.5., the operator: V': Ex E ~
E is a weighted model-fitting operator, iff it satisfies the following axioms (WMl)-
(WM6):

(WMl)!Q V'g implies g

(WM2) If!Q is unsatisfiable, then !QV' g is unsatisfiable as well,

(WM3) If both !Qand g are satisfiable, then !QV' g is also satisfiable,

(WM4) (!QV' g) /\ .!:: implies !Q~ (g /\ .!::),

(WM5) If (!QV' g) /\ .!:: is satisfiable then !QV' (g /\ .!::) implies

(!QV' lli /\ .!::),

(WM6) (!QlV' g) /\ (!Q2 V' !!) implies (% V !Q2) V' g.
With aim of proving a similar Theorem to 3.1. we need the notion of the loyality

for weighted knowledgebases.

Definition 3.4: The function wl : .E ~ PO is loyal, if it assigns to each weighted
knowledgebase !QE D!f!.- the pre-order ::;lQ'such that
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i.) For all weighted knowledgebases !Qand interpretation I there exists the
constant aw.(I) E [0,1] depending on rp, for which (1, Min{aw. (I), .~}) ~w.
(I,~).

ii.) Ifwl(!QI) = ~w.lwl(.!Q2)= ~w.z,and (I,a) ~w.I(J,~), (I,a) ~w.2(J,~) then

(I,a) ~W.lvW.2(J,~), where wl(!Qlv.!Q2)= ~W.lvw.2
The following theorem ensures that by help of a loyal function and a special

constant am (I) a model-fitting operator can be determined.

Theorem 3.2: Let wl be a loyal function assigning to the weighted
knowledgebase !Qthe pre-order ~w.' The operator V: E x E ~ E defined as V: Mod(!Q
V g): = Min{Mod{g, ~w.}} satisfies the axioms (WM1)-(WM6) if aw.(I) is equal to 1
for all interpretation I.

Proof:

Because of aw.(I) = 1, Min { aw. (I),~} = ~. Hence the weight of each weighted
interpretation I in Min{Mod{u, ~w.}} is equal to U(I).

The proofs of the axioms (WM1)-(WM6) consist of two steps, similarly to proof
of Theorem 3.1. In the first step the axioms should be proved for the unweighted
case. This part of the proof for the axioms (WM1)-(WM5) -based on the proof of
Theorem 3.1. - can be easily done by the reader.

In the second ste p we show that the weights are correct as well. Because of the
weights of the resulting interpretation are equal to the weights with respect to the
weighted knowledgebase g, the axioms (WMl), (WM3) hold. Axiom (WM2) follows
because if!Q in unsatisfiable, then the minimal model with respect to !Qis the empty
set. Hence !QV g is also unsatisfiab1e.

Axiom (WM4) follows from aw.(I) = 1, since ((!QV g) /\ 1:.)(I) = Min{g(I), 1:.(I)} =

!QV (g /\ 1:.)(I). Similar to the proof of (WM4), if (!QV g) /\ 1:. is satisfiable, then !QV
(g /\ 1:.)(I)= Min{u(I), 1:.(I)} = ((!QV U) /\ 1:.(I), therefore axiom (WM5) holds.

(WM6) follows from the following: If (I,a) E Min {Mod(g) , ~W.I}' and (I,a) E

Min {Mod(g), ~w.2}' then (I,a) ~w.I(J,~) and (I,a) ~w.2(J,~) for any other weighted
interpretation (J,~) E Mod(U). Because of the loyality (I,a) ~w.lvw.2(J,~) holds, hence I
= Min{Mod(U)'~w.1 vw.2'That is,

C_Mod«!Q1 V U) /\ (!Q2 V g)) c C_Mod«!Q1 V!Q2) V g)
holds. For the weights applying a aw.(I) = 1 again, we get:

(!QIV g) /\ (!Q2 V U))(I) = g(I) = «!QI V !Q2) V g)(I)
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4. Discussion
It is interesting to consider extending the set ofaxioms for the weighted revision

by the reverse ofaxiom (WM6), that is, by the following requirement:

(WM7) If (% V g) /\ (!Q2V g) is satisfiable, then (!QIV !Q2) V g implies

(!QI V g) /\ (!Q2V g),

Both of the axioms (WM6)-(WM7) were introduced in a similar system ofaxioms
in [4]. It turns out that an ?perator satisfies both axioms (WM6)-(WM7) if and only
ifthere is a strictly loyal function sl for which Mod(!Q V g) = Min{Mod(g), sl(!Q)}.

Definition 4.1: The function sl : E ~ PO is strictly loyal, if it assigns to each
weighted knowledgebase !QE Dg the pre-order ~!Jl'such that

i.) For all weighted knowledgebases <pand interpretation I there exists the
constant a!Jl(I) = [0,1] depending on !Q,for which (I, Min { a!Jl(I), ~}) ~!Jl(I,~).

ii.) If ~(!QI) = ~!JlI,~(~) =~!Jl-' and (I,a) = ~!Jl1(J,~), (I,a) ~.<cl(J,~)then

(I,a) ~!Jllv!Jl2(J,~), where ~(!QIV~) = ~!Jllv!Jl2

iii.) If sl(!QI) = ~!JlI'sl(~) = ~!Jl2and (I,a) ~!JlI(J,~), (I,a) <!Jl2CJ,~),then

(I,a) <!Jllv!Jl2(J,~), where ~(!QIV~) = ~!Jllv!Jl2

If the function ~ assigns to each knowledgebase the same pre-order, then it is
clearly strictly loya\. But unfortunately the construction of a non-trivial strictly loyal
functions runs into difficulties. So the task is to construc non-trivial strictly loyal
functions.

Remark: It is shown in [4] that the set of revision, update and model-fitting
operators are pairwise disjoint in unweighted case. Since revision operators are
characterized by faithful functions in [2] and model-fitting operators are
characterized by strictly loyal functions in [4], it follows that a functioncan not be
both faithful and strictly loyal (in the present approach the function characterizing the
model-fitting operator is loya\). Based on the proof for the propositional case the
similar theorem holds for the weighted case.
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Benczur A., Novak B. A., Revesz Z.P. O semantici revizije i podešavanju modela u
ponderiranom slučaju

Sažetak
Operatori za reviziju i ažuriranje dodaju novu informaciju nekim starim

informacijama koje opisuje logička teorija. Katzuno i Mendelzon pokazuju da i
jedne i druge operatore karakterizira izvršenje minimalne promjene u staroj
informaciji da bi dobili novu. U ovom radu generaliziraju se rezultati revizije
razmatrajući ponderirane baze znanja, gdje ponderi označavaju relativnu važnost
informacije. Nadalje, daje se jedna modificirana verzija podešavanja ponderiranog
modela baziranog na podešavanju modela kojegje uveo Revesz.
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